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About This Game

Endless Sky is a 2D space trading and combat game inspired by the classic Escape Velocity series. Work your way up from a
relatively wimpy shuttle, cargo ship, or fighter, 5d3b920ae0
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This game is really interesting, although unfinished there's already a lot of content. It lacks music but there's a good guide with
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lots of good suggestions of hours long soundtracks if that's your cup of tea. it's also very easily moddable in plain .txt format, so
if you don't like something you can always mod it in/out. -------------------------------------------------------- EDIT : the game is
great, but it has unfortunately long standing bugs that make some people crash randomly between 10 minutes of play up to 6
hours they are some ways to mitigate the damage but they've been constantly ignored by the main creator Michael Zahniser,
who even went so far as to close issues under false claims. For this reason I'm changing my recommendation. This is the perfect
example of how to not manage an open source project.. When you realize this game has more features than No Man's Sky.. as a
person that still reads books (the paper kind) and is avid fan of science fiction this is brilliant. the only reason i don't have that
many hours in game is that i sometimes forget i have a playable book on my computer, along with the multitude of planets to
explore and history of each planets i can't wait to see this game when it's done. a small issue that i think turns off many is how it
just drops you in, no hints on how to play nothin, i'm fine with as i think it adds to a game but some don't i think maybe
highlighting the text that tells you which keys do what would making it more helpful but not change the start of the game as it
works.. A wonderful 2d Space game. Construct a massive fleet, rule it all. There is nothing more satisfying than amassing a fleet
of 300 heavy warships and watching them fill the whole screen.. This game is amazing, but the tutorial is horrible. I honestly
love this game, but it took me an hour to figure out how to actually play it because the tutorial is practically non-existant. But
once you figure out how to use everything, it is really fun. Controls hint: tab = shoot arrow keys = move L = land M = map
(click places on the map to choose where to hyperspace jump to) J = hyperspace jump Other tips: *Land your ship on a planet
to replenish hyperspace jumps *Take jobs to earn money Those are not all of the controls. They are just some of the controls
that you will use more often.. Great game in its simplicity . Great to pass the time .. Space farers rejoice! This Free Game, IS a
FREE GAME. You heard correctly!. First of all, it's free and Does Not require, *Tempt, or ask for any money at all, in game or
out. Secondly, it's free to leave you to decide for yourself. everything! (There is a tutorial mission, but it's your choice.) The
game it's self is a "top down", 2D, sandbox, point to point**, space sim akin to the like of "Elite Dangerous" (except this game
is playable!). The focus in Endless sky is on Fleet management, sure you can focus on one ship, but you can "aquire" more.
(buy/pirate) And has plenty of them to explore and modify, without being overwhelming. Endless Sky also has a "surprising"
amount of space to explore, and even has some story/questline for you to find. "I'm struggling to fight these "butchers nails" at
the moment. so I'll leave you with this." It's FREE, have a look!. Good luck captain, see you when your an Admiral.
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